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Chaucerâ€™s The Merchantâ€™s Tale focuses on fable characters that have different desires. However, despite
Januaryâ€™s eagerness of getting married, he demands for a wife that â€˜shal nat passe twenty yeerâ€™ as he
prefers â€˜yong flesshâ€™. In this essay, I am going to explore Chaucerâ€™s.

January is not blinded by anger, but by the deception of his wife. He asked them that it has been said that
nobody is allowed perfect rapture on heaven as well on earth; and if marriage is perfect bliss would he be able
to enter heaven after his death? He claims that those who are deceived can clearly be told that they are being
deceived, but ultimately they will continue to live a life as a sham and a lie. The pilgrims will never be able to
fully evaluate the Merchant's character because their vision is limited as well; how is his character fully
developed when he purposefully leaves out details of his own marriage? The "contrast between his ugly
passion and the romantic imagery This demon child will be his son whom he thinks is of his own blood, but is
in fact not. Even when clearly caught, May continues to deceive her husband. An argument by Thomas
Aquinas seems fitting here: "Anything whose price can be measured in money is deemed to be money" Shoaf,
p. In his tale old January is betrayed by his young wife, May, who has an affair with Damian. Love and
Marriage in the Age of Chaucer. Orpheus a musician who followed his wife, Eurydice, into the underworld
and so influenced Hades with the beauty of his playing that he was allowed to take her back to the upper
world. Aside from the initial slur about the foolishness, or possibly brilliance as suggested by his friends, of an
older gentleman taking a young bride as his wife, the Merchant ends up taking a girl named May in wedlock.
It is only as we read on that we realize that, in fact, this apparent positivism is flecked with a bitter irony.
Reading example essays works the same way! Calling his friends to him again, January asked them not to
make any arguments against what he had resolved to do, and voiced his only concern - that a man who finds
perfect happiness on earth, as he would with his wife,would never find a similar happiness in heaven, for one
must choose between one perfect happiness and another. Norman, OK: Pilgrim Books,  It makes sense that the
Merchant would fall victim to Chaucerian irony, because as a merchant, he should know well the difference
between an object's appearance and its actual worth. In effect, the Merchant refuses correction for them both
because it is he who fashions January's perceptions. Proserpina wants May to have sex with Damian; Pluto
wants to restore his sight to prevent it - and Proserpina forcibly ends the argument. One could assume, in a
manner of speaking, that he bought more than he bargained for when he entered into marriage. Zacher, eds.


